Know Your F-35ABCs?

Article by Eric Hehs

For those not intimately involved in the F-35 program, distinguishing one F-35 variant from another can be confusing. The A, B, and C models, after all, look very similar. Some basic identification tricks and tips may help sharpen everyone’s F-35 spotting skills. So next time you see a photo of an F-35 or an actual Lightning II at an airshow or flying overhead, impress your friends (or just yourself) by correctly naming the variant.

LEARN HOW TO IDENTIFY AN F-35
Alaska Raptors
Arctic Raptor drivers have a unique environment in which to fly their unique aircraft. With their strategic location on the globe and their daily dedication to excellence in training, the Pair-O-Dice, Bulldog, and Hellion pilots are performing Air Dominance, Alaska Style.

READ MORE ABOUT ALASKA'S F-22 UNITS

YF-22 First Flight
September marks the anniversary of the first flight of the first YF-22 prototype. The video is one of many first flights of Lockheed Martin aircraft featured in our first flight gallery.

VIEW THIS AND OTHER VIDEOS

Code One Celebrates 30 Years
This volume marks Code One's thirtieth year of publication. To acknowledge the milestone, a series of Code One At Thirty articles is being updated throughout 2015. This issue features recollections from people who developed, flew, and maintained the F-117 Nighthawk. The article originally appeared in Code One in 2008.

CLICK HERE FOR F-117 RECOLLECTIONS
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